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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper a reformulation and modification of the author’s previous 
work with S. Y. Chang [ 1,2] on the atomic decomposition of the space 
H’(R: x R:) is presented and is related to certain problems involving 
singular integrals and maximal functions on product spaces. Before doing 
this, some definitions and properties of H’(R: x R:) will be reviewed. To 
begin with, H’(R: x R :) is defined as the set of all fE L ‘(R ‘) such that 
H,,f, HJ, and HxIHx2f are all in L ‘(R*), where Hx, and Hx, are Hilbert 
transforms in the coordinate variables. 
In the fundamental work [3], Gundy and Stein developed the basic 
properties of H’(R: X R i ). They proved that one could define this space via 
area integrals and maximal functions as well as by Hilbert transforms. In 
fact, one of their basic results which is proved by an argument using 
complex analytic functions or probabilistic methods involving Brownian 
motion will be obtained below (using purely real variables) as a corollary to 
the atomic decomposition. More specifically, let 4 E CF(R ‘) with j,, Q = 1. 
For t, and t, > 0 let $t,,t,(xl, XJ = t;‘t;‘~(x,/t,) ((x2/f*). Then defining the 
maximal function f*(x,, x2) = SU~~,,~,>~ If* &, , &, , x2)1, Gundy and Stein 
prove that fE H’(R: x R :) if and only if f * E L ‘(R ‘). To characterize 
H’(R* x R*) by area integrals, suppose w  is a nontrivial CF function on R1 
with (, 1 w  = 0. For c,, t, > 0 set ~~,,~,(xi, x2) = t; ‘t; ‘v(x,/t,) ~/(xJf*) and 
put T(X) = Z-,(X,) X TV where Ti(Xi) = { (yi, ti) E R: IXi -yil < ti}. Then 
the area integral S,(f) is defined by 
qn(Xl, x2) = 
JJ r(x) 
If* w,,,&)l 4JJ14* gk 
1 2 
and it is also the case that fE H’(R: X R:) if and only if S,(f) E L ‘(R*), 
[3]. Now in [l] and [2] S. Y. Chang and R. Fefferman showed that for 
every f E H’(R: X R:) there exists a sequence of scalars Ak and “atoms” ak 
so thatf= C&a,, with 2 ]A,] < C I]j&,. The atoms are in L*(R*) and are 
supported in some open set B of finite measure. Furthermore, these atoms 
possess the correct cancellation, and this is expressed in terms of the further 
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decomposition of an atom into functions supported on rectangles having 
mean 0 in each variable separately. Here atoms will be defined differently so 
that it is no longer necessary to decompose them into “smaller” pieces. 
In order to motivate this definition, the reader will 
[4]) that on R1 an H’ atom a(x) is a function supported 
that 
and 
In practice, one does not require the full strength of (2). Rather, it is enough 
recall (see Coifman 
in an interval I such 
(1) 
to know that if 4 is a suitably normalized bump function and x E R’ is very 
far from I then a * 9(x) is very small. To be specific, let d E C”(R ‘) be 
supported in [-1, +l], and assume that Q and its first 10 derivatives are 
bounded by lOlo, and that JR1 $ = 1. A trivial calculation shows that if x is 
not in the double of 1, then 1 a * #,(xX)/ < C(lZl/t) a M(Ja I)(x). (Here, #,(x) = 
I-‘#(x/t) and M is the Maximal operator of Hardy-Littlewood.) Notice that 
this estimate is strong enough to imply that the atom a belongs to H’. In 
fact, since Ill/t <M@,)(x) it follows that 
and an application of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, together with the 
boundedness of M on L2 shows that a* E L ‘. With all of this in mind the 
definition of H’(R: x R:) atom is quite similar. First define the following 
notation: 
Ift,,t,>Oandx=(x,,x2)ER2,setR l,,I,(x) to be the rectangle, centered 
at x, with side lengths t I and t,. Let M, denote the strong Maximal function 
of Jessen, Marcinkiewicz, and Zygmund, and d = {x E R2 1 Mskn)(x) > $}, 
for any 0 G R2. Finally, denote by d the set of all functions 4 E CT(R ‘) 
whose support is contained inside { Ix1 I < 1 } x { Ix2 I < 1) and such that 
DEFINITION OF H’(Ri x R:) ATOM. A function a(~,, x,) supported in 
an open set 0 G R2 of finite measure is called an H’(R: X R i) atom if there 
exists an L2(R2) function, A, with JIA ]lL2(R2j < l/lal”’ and such that 
for every $ E & and t, , t, > 0. 
607/SS/ I-7 
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Notice that just as in the one variable case it is obvious from the definition 
that an atom is in H’(R: x R: ). In fact 
and so 
i a*(x) dx G lI~~“h)llL2 * IIA IL2 G c. R2 
In fact there is a somewhat simpler way of defining atoms for which the 
atomic decomposition still holds, and this second version of the decom- 
position is given as well. Here one assumes that both the area integral and 
maximal function off belong to L ‘, as they do when f belongs to H’. 
SECOND DEFINITION OF ATOM. An H’(R: X R i) atom is a function 
a(xl , x2) supported in an open set a G R* satisfying 
for all x G 6, for all 4 E d and t,, t, > 0. 
With the definition of atom given the main result of this article is 
Atomic Decomposition for H’(R: x R:). Any f E H’(R: x R:) can be 
written as f = C I,u, where Ak are scalars with 2 (A,] < C ]] f (]HI(R:XR:) and 
uk are atoms. Conversely if 1, are scalars with C ]I,( < co and uk are atoms, 
then f = JJJ &a, belongs to H’(R: x R:) and ]] f ~(HI~R~XR~~ < CC I&). 
Before discussing applications, it should be pointed out that the same 
atoms of [ 1,2] or the above decomposition also have properties stated in 
terms of area integrals as well as maximal functions. To be specific, suppose 
a is an atom supported in R. Let v E C,“(R ‘) be a function with a large 
number, say lOOAr, of vanishing moments. For c,, t, > 0, set ~~,,~~(xi, x2) = 
t ;‘t;‘~(xi/t,) v(xJf2). Then from the definition of atom, it follows that 
Ia * wt,,,,(xI </‘A(x) whenever lR211,2f2(~)~~l/lR,,,,21 QP, and where 
llAllL2 < l/]Q]“‘. Actually, if one takes advantage of the cancellation of w  
one gets the much stronger estimate 
(II la * l//t,,t,(x)12 F)l'* < CP" *A,(x) 
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where IIA,(J,,$ l/li?I”’ and the integration is taken over all (ti, f2) such that 
IR 2t, ,*Jx) n a ]/] R,,, tl] ( p. In particular, notice that this implies the 
estimate S,(a)(x) < CM:(JY~)(X) A i(x), which again shows immediately that 
II41 ffl(R2 XR2) G c* 
Finally, before coming to the proof of the atomic decomposition, there is 
an application that is intrinsic to the proof that should be mentioned. 
Namely, in this proof it is shown that any function f whose area integral 
S,(j) belongs to L ‘(R*) must have the property that the maximal function 
f * also belongs to L’(R*). This is one of the basic results of [3], but it is 
obtained there only by methods which appeal to analytic and harmonic 
functions, Cauchy-Riemann equations, etc., whereas the proof here is 
somehow purely real variable in nature. 
Proof of the Atomic Decomposition. Let f E H’(R: x R:), and Q, = 
{(Xl, x2) E R21XfWl~ x2> > 2&l where S*(f)(x) = .hcxJ If(v, t>l' 
dy, dy2(dt, dt,/tft:) is the Lusin area integral off: 
In the expression for S(f), f(y, 4 =f * wt,,( 0) where w~~,~~(Y,,Y~)= 
t;1t;1yl(y,/tl)yl(y2/t2) and where w  is a CF(R*) with support in [-I, I] 
and whose first 9 moments vanish. Now, for a dyadic rectangle R in R *, set 
eRh x2) = (I YER 
t,-x,sidelengthofR 
1*-x2 side length ofR 
Then following Chang and Fefferman’s paper [ 11, denote R, = {dyadic 
rectangles R such that IRnR,I>jIRI, but IRnl2,+,l<f(RI}, and 
ak(X1,X2)=CRERkeR(XI,X2)' 
Then it will be shown that uk(xl, ~,)/2~ Ifi,/ are H’ atoms, and since f = 
&&@d2kIfikl)9 1k=2kinkl and C~kNIIS(f>llrI(R2,~IlftI~I(R2XR2) this 
finishes the proof. To show that uJ~~ Ifi”,] is an atom, take x = (xi: x2$ with 
~sOln,)W < l/lo(A and t,, t, > 0 and let us estimate uk * d,,,,,(x). Observe 
one preliminary technical point before doing this. Let the dyadic intervals of 
a given length 2’ in R1 be enumerated and divided into 4 groups according 
to whether the number of the interval is congruent to 0, 1, 2, or 3 mod 4. Do 
this for each size of dyadic interval on the x1 axis, and notice that without 
loss of generality, it can be assumed that in the estimates below all dyadic 
rectangles have their x, side in one of the 4 groups. 
Now the support of o,,,,, is contained in RI,,12(~) = R. Let 9 = {all 
dyadic rectangles S 1 ]Snfikl > f IS/, but ]Snfik+i] < f ISI} and Yj= 
{S E 9 ] the x, side length of S is 2j}. 
Notice that the support of e,(x,, x2) is contained in the double of S, and 
so in the definition of uk as ‘jJSEY e,, only those S E Y whose doubles 
intersect R are of interest. Classify these according to three types: 
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(1) The X, side length of S = 2’ is shorter than the x, side length of R, 
and S is contained in some S’ E Y, whose x2 side length exceeds the x2 side 
length of R. 
(2) The X, side length of S is shorter than that of R and all S’ E 9 
with the same X, side as S have x2 sides shorter than the x, side of R. 
(3) The x, side length of S is greater than the x, side length of R but 
the x, side length of S is smaller than that of R. 
(1) _ Estimate first ui’,: * $t,,I,(x) where Uk,j - CSEY,,sOftype I e,. To do this let 
R = {a < x1 < p} x {y < x2 < S}. Fix y E (x2 - 6, x2 - 7). It is easy to 
estimate 
As a function of U, a:! has its support on a sequence of disjoint intervals of 
length 2j+ ‘, and on each of these uk,j (‘) has 9 vanishing moments. Also 
I(~10t41,,J~~10)(Xl - u, x2 - y)l< (C/f*) . l/t:‘. So performing the integration 
in (*) yields a result no larger than (C/fZtl)(2j/tl)101xl--tl<u<x,+tl 
lr$~(u,y)l du. Now integrating in the y variable, the estimate becomes 
Now observe that if 6k,j = JJse Yj s e where j is fixed and 2j < length of x1 
side of R, then 





s OftYPe 1 
at least messy 
isoftype 1 
But by the geometry, if 2’ < t, for uj for which some S E 3 then 2j/t, < 
IR n fil/lR I and so we observe that 
[ -Jt 
3SE.qof;YPe 1 
(~)‘“]“’ Q c ( lR,;y) I0 
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and so 
Ia :” * bt,t,(x)l G c (‘“[if’) ‘“[T M:(Lik,j)] “’ 
and now we estimate II[CjM:.(~~,j)] “’ ]lL2. Clearly this is less than 
cE.i I14,~112P2. 
Since each &k,j is a sum of different e,, one need only refer to the 
following lemma from Chang and Fefferman. 
LEMMA. Suppose for each dyadic rectangle S of R ‘, we put 
r(S) = 
1 
(y, t) E R: x R: 1 y E S, t, -x, side length of S 
t, - x2 side length of S I ’ 
(Here t, - a means 1 < t,/a < 2.) 
Then ILL, 4: G ~~~~~~~~~~~~ If (y, t)l* dy(dt/t, t2), where a is any 
collection of dyadic rectangles. 
Applying this lemma to the situation at hand one sees that 
(For this last inequality see [ 1 I.) 
Now estimate Iai*’ * hl,&)I where a?‘= Cs,+%, S of type 2. Here 
each S of type 2 that occurs in the sum above is contained in the double of 
R. For this estimate it will be convenient to assume that the function v 
occurring in the definition of e, has 10 vanishing moments. 
Then simply estimate 
les * 94,,&)l G C (+I) ‘I ~6 II, leSl 
<C ( “~~‘)lo(~) M,(Je,/) 
and so 
1 ai*’ *9,,,,,Wl<C (‘:;“I)‘“[ ~,,~~~MB(le,l)(X)]1’2 
. [ZR (~)‘I’” 




and again the same analysis of [I(2 Mg(Ie,())“’ II& shows this to be 
&Cla122k. 
In order to estimate #’ * #l,,t,(~), tactics very similar to the estimate of 
a?’ * #l,,t, will be used, only reversing the roles played by the x, and x2 
variables. In fact, modulo terms coming from e, where S c R, the type 3 
terms are exactly analogous to the type 1 terms with the variables reversed. 
Since it has just been shown that the terms produced by e,, S c R are easily 
estimated, this finishes the proof, once one observes that u,JC~~ lflkl is an 
atom, and 2 2k lRkl < C IlfllH1. 
There is another version of the atomic decomposition which is a bit 
cleaner than the one above. Here the definition of atom is slightly simpler. 
DEFINITION OF ATOM (2nd definition). An atom is a function a 
supported on an open set Q of finite measure satisfying 
(1) IIQllL2G /& 
(2) for x @L d and 4 E d 
la * #t,,t2(x)l G j& ( lRt’i~~t~ “1) lo Vt,, t, > 0. 
Notice that away from 6, u*(x) & (l/l0 I) MF(Xn)(x) so that 
j u*(x) dx < +J M;“(Xfi)(x) dx < c. 
co R2 
On 6, u*(x) <M,(luI)(x) so 
so a* E L '(R*) and an atom is, as it must be, in H’. Then with this slightly 
simpler definition of an atom, one still has the theorem that every 
fE H'(R: x R:) can be written f = CkAkuk where Ck 11,1< C Il.& and 
uk are atoms. 
Before proving this, one has the following definition: For a function 
SE L'(R*) set M,(f), the “grand maximal function” to be M,df)(x) = 
sup If* #l,,t,(.v)l where the sup ranges over all 4 in the unit ball of the 
Schwartz class and over all y with I y, -xi I < t, , I y, -x2 I< t,, and over all 
t,, t, > 0. It is easy to see (for instance from the first version of the atomic 
decomposition above) that iffE H'(R: X R:) then M,df) E L '(R*). 
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Sketch of the proof of the second version of the atomic decom- 
position. Take f E H’(R: X R:), and w  as above. Following A. P. 
Calderon, find p, a function on RI, with p^ having compact support away 
from the origin, p^ E C”, and with 
I 
co 
p^(tO 9w f = 1 if r# 0. 
0 
Let f be given as 
f(x)=I~~*~~~f(r,t)(V~(x--y)dy~ 




+ + 1 2 
where p,(x) = t, t, v,(x), and where f (y, t) = f * pI( y) when pt(x, , x2) = 
t; ‘t;‘p(x,/t,) p(xJt2). Now set Qk = {x E R 2 I M,(j)(x) + S,(f)(x) > 2k} 
for each integer k. Set ak(x) = ljR, f (y, t) I$,(x - y) dy(dt/ti t:) where R, = 
{WP=: xR: IR ( f,.f2 ~~~~~~~~~~ but Rt1,t2(~19~2)@fik+ll. It is ‘a 
simple repetition of the preceding proof of the decomposition to show that 
IlakilL2< 2k IQk11’29 and it will be shown that aJ2k lRkl is an atom. 
More specifically what must be estimated is la, * #,,,T,(x)l where x 6Z S?, 
and 4 E 6. To show that lak * 0,&I < C2k(lR2~,,2r2(~)“~,(llR,,,.21)10, 
first consider the following definition. Say for a pair (v, t) E R : that (y, t) is 
associated to the dyadic interval IE R’ provided y E I and /II/2 < t < III. 
Then let 
Consider for (uI ,y2, t,, t2) E @ three cases: 
Case 1: t, < z1 and t, < r2. Call the set of all Case 1 (y, t) the set G7,. 
Then for (y, t) E a,, R,,,t2(y,,y2)~ R2r,,2TZ(~) and the estimate of 
ai * 9,,,.,(x), where 
a:(x)=~~~,f(r.t)w,(x-y)dy~, 
1 2 
is easy. First, notice that R, I (yl,y2) @ fi,,, and since M,(j) < 2kt1 
outside R,, , , then If(y, t)l< Z!n+zl if (u, t) E B. Also since v has a large 
number of vanishing moments, I#,,,,, * w~,,~,(x)[ < C(t, tJz,z2)12. Now 
t,t&,z,<I6,nR 2r,,2r~WR~,~~l d an combining all these estimates and 
integrating with respect to dt dy/tftz over all (y, t) E a, associated to a 
particular dyadic rectangle, 6, the estimate becomes 
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Therefore 
and the sum C(IS(/lR,,,,,I)’ is <C. 
Case 2: (y,,y2,t,,t2)E OZ, t, < ti but t,at,. In this case say that 
(yl ,y2, r,, t2) E GZ,. In this case, one needs an estimate on u: * ),,.,(x) 
where ai = JJ (y,tjEgzif(y, C) p,(x -y)(dt dy/t:t:). To do this, add to a: an 
error term a:’ defined by a:‘(x) = lj-&(y, t) p,(x - y)(dt dy/t: t:) where 
fl; = {(y, t) E 67, IQ’, t’) E a, so that y; =y,, t{ = ti}. Ia:’ * #,,.,(x)l has 
already been estimated above so that it will suffice to estimate I(u: + u:‘) * 
#,,,,,(x)l. To do this, first one considers estimating ljf(p, ,y2, I,, tJ 
Pt(x -YW, dydt:) * 9,,,,,( x w  1 h ere the integration is over rY, U 6Yl. and 
where y, and t, are fixed, and equal pi and i, respectively. The integral is 
then 
Pi,@1 -7,) * jj 
cJ,,Y*,71,t*)Ea,q 
f(y,,y,,i,,I,)Qt*(x,-y,)~ 
= Pi,@, - Yd * I(xz)* 
Now 
f(P,,Y,, f ,Y t2) = Lf*lP&L -11 *2Pt2(Y2)* 
Let GT, ,&x2) =f * P#~, x2). Then 
1(x2) = jj '%,,F,( 
dt, dy, 
Y2 7 f2) e4*(X2 - Y2) 7 
where the integration is over those (y,, f2) such that (7,) y2, f, , t2) E R,. 
Now an estimate on 1(x,) is required. Let @i = U ( y2 - t,, y2 + t2) where the 
union is taken over all (y,, f2) such that (7, - i, ,pl + ii) X (y, - t,, 
Y2 + l2) s &, and define e2 similarly only replacing .is”, by fi,,, . Then 
Z(x2) = Z2(x2) - II where 
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and define I, similarly with @, replacing e,. Now, following A. P. Calderon 
[5], put q(x2) = sp * pt, yt,(xz) dtJtz. Then as is shown by the techniques 
of [5], the integral defining Zi(xJ is equal inside F, to GY,,rl L r~,-(,~)(x~) 
where &(x2) is the distance from x2 to ‘&, , plus an error which is dominated 
by sup IGy,,r, *P&J w  h ere the sup is only taken over those (yz, t2) so that 
$i;‘l ,y2 + t2) n “G f 0. But examining GF,,z, * PJYJ with (y2, tz> as 
it is clear that this is the same as f * pi, ,I,(J1, yJ where 
R i, ,t2(‘.Vl, y2) f7 ‘n’, f 4. Since M&j’) < 2k on ‘fik, it follows that 
If* Pi,,t2(LY2)I < zk, 
I)~~&Q G 12~. 
and the same analysis shows that IGi,,j, * 
Th is shows that I, is bounded by 2k on pi and outside fl,, 
Z,(xJ looks like GF,,r,(xZ) modulo the type of error as in the case x2 E p,. 
But G,, ,r,(x2) = f *, pr,(jji, x2) and the segment (7, - i, , J, + f,) X {x2} has 
a nonempty intersection with ‘fink, so again If*l pr,(p,, XJ < 2k. It follows 
that III, IJLm < C2k and the same reasoning applies to I,, hence to I. Thus, 
one has the main estimate ]vj,(x, -9,) . I( < 2kC. If one estimates 
INi,@, -Y,> * am * k,,,,(x>l using the fact that several moments of 
{ pr, * I) vanish as a function of x,, one sees that 
I1w&, -7,) * Z(x2)l * ~,,&)I G c ($) I2 . zk* (*I 
But since t2 > t2 it follows that tl/r, < 1RZt,,2r2(~)nd,l/lR.1,.~I so that 
c*> G w 2r,,Zr2(~) n 6k(/lRrl,T21)10 . 2k . (tl/sl)‘. Now, think of varying j, 
and i, over those pairs associated with a dyadic interval y and integrate the 
estimate (*) with respect to the measure dy,(dt,/t:) over these y,, t,. The 
result is that 
where the double integral above is taken over those (y,, y2, t,, t2) E 6Y2 U 
Q’; such that (y, ? tl) is associated to y. Last, simply sum over all possible 
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Case 3: t, > zl. It must be the case that t, < r2 and this is the same as 
Case 2 only with the first and second variables switched. This shows that 
and proves that a J2k lfikj is an atom. This concludes the proof. 
Finally, we should mention that with only minor modification, the atomic 
decomposition given above extends to functions fE HP@: X R t), 
0 <p < l,f= xkAkak where c IAklP < C jlfl&,, and where each ok is an HP 
atom. This means for a function a(x) on RZ that a is supported in an open 
set 0, Ilull,,< lQj”2-“p and that 
V# E g, x & fi, and t,, t, > 0, where N(p) is a sufficiently large integer, 
depending only on p. 
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